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I know I’ve written about this subject before, but it
came back to me just now like it was fresh and maybe I
need to hear it – or one of our readers needs it – I’m just
gonna flow with it!
I had an in-depth conversation with my parents today,
one of those family moments, y’all know how it is,
when you just have to sit at the table for a while and
discuss things?!
One of the things I walked away with was obviously
that we need more time praying together because I can
see where prayer just works – it helps unify us and it
keeps us humble. The other thing was that of the reality
of life – and living each day “in right out right”. That
what comes out of us needs to be helpful, and
encouraging, and should make us want to reach for better. Each day can come and go so
quickly that personally I can look back and be sorry that I didn’t love more.
Is there a limit to how much you can love someone? I mean truly love someone! Not
smothering someone with what YOU think they need. But loving each person around you
where they are and letting them know – there’s NOTHING they can do that will change the love
you have for them because truthfully if Jesus loves me in my state…. Then… um… yeah, I can
certainly love others where they are and allow the Lord to give me opportunities.
The “In Right” happens when we “Out Right”! Again – what we reap, we sow – so when we
love someone – outward affection, it builds us up internally. All my life, the Lord has moved
people into my path who challenge me to love – there ALL KINDS of ways to love and to show
love and I don’t think I can think of one person who I didn’t REALLY TRULY want to love the
more I pushed my tendencies aside and allowed the Lord to love through me. Funny, it works
that way in my marriage too. (God is forever seeing the bigger picture!)
Folks, don’t let the sun go down on your anger. Don’t wait to say “I love you” – don’t give the
enemy a reason to bring strife and division into your relationships because the world is going to
bring enough of that your way without us adding to the junk pile. Lay it aside, and love
unconditionally and believe that God will give you enough love for each day. He says your cup
will run over….
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